
CLOUD AND COMPLETE GUIDE 

What is SIP trunking & how 
will it benefit your business?
Discover how to get more control and flexibility  
over your business telephony with Timico SIP Trunks.
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What is SIP trunking?
SIP Trunking is the direct replacement for traditional ISDN lines
SIP trunking is a powerful, scalable and highly flexible solution that enables businesses to streamline communication 
costs and resources. SIP trunking removes the physical aspect of the phone lines – reducing the restriction around 
call capacity and location. It’s cloud-based and infinitely scalable.

SIP offers a simple and cost-effective way to add additional phone line capacity quickly – as and when you need 
more. There are many benefits to going virtual – businesses can make big cost savings compared to traditional line 
rental and call tariffs are typically up to 30% cheaper. 

SIP trunking is more robust and more cost effective than traditional ISDN. Business voice and data connections are 
vital components of your business – but so are the costs of running multiple lines, their flexibility and how much 
control you have over them. SIP is an IP-based telephony service that delivers many benefits and features that can 
solve real business issues almost overnight, and make your company more efficient.

Timico provides a flexible and low-cost alternative to traditional ISDN for inbound and outbound voice calls.
This guide highlights the benefits of Timico’s SIP Trunks.

1. NEVER MISS A CALL
SIP trunking offers a flexibility that is not available 
through traditional ISDN. Now when an employee 
is on the road or working remotely, the calls can 
be automatically rerouted to their mobile phone 
without incurring forwarding charges. The same 
is true if a line is busy or if your offices is hit with 
unforeseen circumstances - such as damage to 
lines or moving offices. SIP trunking minimises 

these problems and ensures you can keep 
working through every eventuality.

2. NUMBER FLEXIBILITY
SIP trunking supports your business by allowing 
you to decide which number you want to display. 

Even if you’re making a significant move in 
location, or just wanting to grow your business 

without opening more offices, SIP trunking allows 
out-of-area geographic number ranges to be used 

- showing your business as local, despite being 
physically located elsewhere.

3. SAVE MONEY
Why have a separate voice and data connection when you can have both on one line? By discarding any 
unnecessary ISDN lines, you will be able to save a large amount of money. In addition, SIP trunking can 
typically save you a further 50% on line rentals and 30% on calls. By utilising the benefits of SIP trunking 
you can take advantage of number flexibility when you’re moving office and you will no longer need to 

spend money on changing stationery, advertisements or listings. SIP trunking also allows you to make free 
internal SIP-to-SIP calls, even internationally.
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4. PAY AS YOU GROW 
If you’re still using ISDN, the chances are that you 

are spending money on lines that you may not 
actually need all year round. SIP trunking gives 

you complete control of your lines - you can add 
more when demand is high, reduce them when 

there is little demand and split calls to make 
handling more efficient. Being able to make 

these changes puts you in total control of your 
communications.

5. CONTROL THE 
UNCONTROLLABLE 

Often, things will happen that you just can’t control. 
Whether that’s a problem in the office, busier 
peak times than usual or a lack of connection, 

Timico’s SIP trunking business continuity feature 
is designed to handle emergencies with ease. It 
is able to automatically reroute any calls to back 
up sites in a number of seconds - so there is no 

disruption for  your customers.

6. COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER TIMICO PRODUCTS
Timico SIP Trunks can be combined with one of our IP PBX solutions or Synergy – our Hosted VoIP service 

for cloud based call routing. With Timico’s Fibre Broadband or Ethernet services, you can combine voice 
and data into a high-quality converged solution. With one supplier for all your communications needs, you 
will benefit from one point of contact with our friendly UK-based customer service and technical support 

team which are available 24/7. Timico SIP Trunks are less costly per channel, more flexible, quick to install 
and offer a great business continuity solution. Is it time to replace your ISDN connection?
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Migration made easy
By following some tried-and-trusted migration methods, and relying on Timico’s experience, your transition should be 
smooth and seamless.

    WHAT WE DO NEXT

 § Size your IP connection: This will depend on how many callers you want to be connected at any   
 one time - we have a wide range of options available which enables easy scalability to develop as   
 and when you do.
 § Get set up: Setting up phones at your premises or for your homeworkers can be easily enabled by   

 connecting a SIP Trunk to your IP PBX or SIP gateway.
 § Boost resilience: Disaster recovery provision can easily be set up in advance so that SIP calls can   

 be immediately redirected without service disruption.
 § Plan to port your numbers: We have porting agreements with all of the main carriers but send your   

 phone number to us and we can check.
 § Test your set-up: Check that your local network is ready to support SIP before porting and  

 numbers going live.
 § Secure your systems: Check firewalls, systems and user account passwords to minimise potential   

 risks that could compromise your security.
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So what are you waiting for? 
 

Contact us today to find out 
more about SIP Trunking

SIP sounds amazing! — So why haven’t I been told about it?
Whilst your existing supplier might have a SIP trunk product, they may not have heavily promoted this to you  
because they: 

 § Have a lot of money and resources invested in dated, less flexible ISDN technology
 § Earn more from keeping customers tied to ISDN
 § Are not well established or have the expertise in the SIP market


